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PART A – MATTERS OF FACT
(Except where underlined, other than titles)

1 Introduction

1.1 Authorship
1.1.1 This report, which addresses arboricultural issues in relation to criminal proceedings, has
been prepared by me, Julian Forbes‐Laird, Director and Principal Consultant of Forbes‐Laird
Arboricultural Consultancy Ltd (FLAC).

1.1.2 I hold the following memberships and qualifications:
●

Member of the Institute of Chartered Foresters (that is, I am a Chartered
Arboriculturist)

●

Member of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors

●

Member of the Expert Witness Institute

●

Professional Member and Registered Consultant of the Arboricultural Association

●

Member of the Royal Forestry Society and holder of its 'Professional Diploma in
Arboriculture'

●

Member of the ‘Expert Advisors in Planning Services’ panel, established by RICS
principally to provide technical assistance to the Planning Inspectorate

●

Technical editor for BS5837:2012 ‘Trees in Relation to Design, Demolition and
Construction – Recommendations’

●

Member of the British Standards Institution technical committee on trees, B/213

Further details of my qualifications and experience may be found at Appendix JFL1.

1.1.3 Whilst not formally qualified in the law, having a sound working understanding of it in
relation to Tree Preservation Order matters is within the frequent scope of my normal
professional duties. Any comments I make on such matters within this report should be
construed accordingly.
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1.2 Instructions and obligations
1.2.1 I am instructed on this occasion by Pannone LLP, on behalf of The Defendant (Robert
Andrew Longley).

1.2.2 This report has been prepared on the assumption that it will be disclosed as expert
evidence before the courts in criminal proceedings. As such, it is prepared in light of The
Criminal Procedure Rules 2012. I am aware of the Overriding Objective within Part 1 of these
Rules, the requirements of Part 27 for the content of Written Statements, and the
requirements of Part 33 concerning Expert Evidence.

1.2.3 The scope of my instructions comprises the following elements:
1. Undertake a site visit to view the tree and record pertinent details;
2. Review such documentation as is both relevant and available; and
3. Prepare a written report (this report) as Expert Evidence before the court.
1.2.4 Under item 3, I am specifically instructed (by letter dated 16th September 2013) to
consider the following:
1. The purpose of a Tree Preservation Order;
2. The standards that must be applied when undertaking work on a tree;
3. The scope of the permission granted on 19th December 2012 for works on the tree;
4. The nature of the works undertaken on the tree and the appropriateness, including
specific consideration of:
i)

The removal of the two lower limbs;

ii)

The pruning back of the tree in certain cases beyond 3 metres clearance of the
building;

5. Whether the consent was exceeded by the works undertaken on the tree;
6. Whether the works appear to be undertaken to the appropriate standards (as
discussed above);
7. The overall appearance and amenity of the tree following the works;
8. The current health of the tree.
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1.3 Report Structure
1.3.1 This report is structured as follows:

PART A – FACTUAL MATTERS
Section 1

Introduction

Section 2

Relevant circumstances and background information

Section 3

Observations made on site

PART B ‐ OPINION
Section 4

Discussion

Section 5

Conclusions

Sections 2 and 3 are intended to be factual, whilst sections 4 and 5 chiefly contain statements
of my opinion. Statements of opinion in sections 2 & 3 are underlined. Please see the Contents
pages for details of subsections.

1.3.2 This report is supported by the following Appendices (referred to in the text styled
‘JFLx’):
JFL1

My qualifications and experience

JFL2

Extract from Tree Preservation Order: Map 2

JFL3

Application for tree works consent

JFL4

Local planning authority decision on the application

JFL5

Photographs taken by me on site (marked up to show key features)

JFL6

Relevant extracts from BS3998:2010 ‘Tree work – Recommendations’

JFL7

Internal memo from local authority ‘Tree & Woodland Manager’,
dated 13th March 2013

JFL8

Site plans submitted as part of prior planning application, relied on by
me for the preparation of this report’s Figure 2

The Appendices are bound separately to enable concurrent reading.
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1.3.3 The photographs within Appendix JFL5 are referenced in this report in the style “[Px]”
where “x” corresponds to the photograph number given in the appendix. The photographs
were taken with a digital camera. I confirm that I have not altered the images, other than to
adjust the light / dark balance on [P8] for enhanced clarity, and to add mark‐ups highlighting
features to which I wish to draw attention.
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2 Relevant circumstances and background information

2.1 The legal status of the tree
The Defendant stands accused of contravening statutory tree protection in the form of a Tree
Preservation Order (TPO), referred to by the Local Planning Authority (“the LPA”) as the
‘Bolton (Bradshaw) Tree Preservation Order 1976’ (“the TPO”). The tree is listed within the
First Schedule to the TPO as ‘T113’, which describes it as an ash [tree], standing:

In the garden of No. 10 Bradshaw Brow, approximately 5 metres east of the house’.

Tree T113 is shown on Map 2 (of 2) of the plan which accompanies the TPO; the symbol for the
tree is located on the plan as described in the First Schedule listing. I have appended Map 2 at
JFL2, marked up to show the locations of Bradshaw Brow and the subject tree.

2.2 Application for tree work consent
An application for tree work consent was submitted on 9th November 2012 by a firm called Neil
Pike Architects (the application is appended at JFL3). The application does not specify, in the
usual technical terms, precisely for what treatment consent is sought. The application states
(inter alia): ‘…To apply for the tree to be cut back and pruned as effectively and safely as
possible, whilst maintaining its health.’ The application is referred to by the jurisdictional LPA,
Bolton Metropolitan Borough Council (“BMBC”) as number 88984/12.

2.3 Consent for tree work as granted by the local authority
2.3.1 On the 19th December 2012, BMBC granted consent for tree work (appended at JFL4),
issued to the applicant in writing; the subject tree is referred to in the consent as T1. The
consent was subject to three conditions. Verbatim (including the accompanying Reasons),
these are:

1. The tree work hereby approved must be begun not later than the expiration of five
years beginning with the date of consent.
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Reason
To enable the Local Planning Authority to keep the matter under review and to assess
whether circumstances in the Locality have significantly changed over the years.

2. All pruning work must be carried out in accordance with British Standards 3998 (1989)
Recommendation for Tree Work.

Reason
To protect the health and appearance of the tree(s).

3. The pruning works hereby approved shall be carried out in accordance with the
following specifications:
(The tree nos. refer to those shown on the approved plan.)

T1

Ash tree – Tip back secondary branch growth to suitable lateral branch unions
to gain a 3 metre clearance from the property. Crown clean by the removal of
dead, dying and defective growth to suitable branch unions. No crown thinning
to be undertaken.

Reason
To protect the health and appearance of the tree(s).

2.3.2 One point to note is that the 1989 edition of the British Standard cited in Condition 2
(BS3998 ‘Recommendations for tree work’) was replaced in 2010, the earlier version being
withdrawn. Although the Condition is flawed, I have taken the sense of it to mean ‘the current
edition of BS3998’, and would expect this to be how it was interpreted by the Defendant.
Below the Conditions is a list of local planning policies and guidance that, so the text says,
were ‘used in the determination of the planning application’. Below this is a note stating that:

For the avoidance of doubt the applicant is advised that the application to prune is subject to
the above amended specification.
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This appears to refer to the technical need to populate the generality of the Neil Pike
Architects TPO application with a list of consented treatments.

2.4 The nature of the alleged offences
2.4.1 The offence is alleged to be that proscribed under Section 210(4) of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended; “the Act”), Penalties for non‐compliance with Tree
Preservation Order. So far as I consider relevant, this provision relates to unauthorised works
to statutorily protected trees. The Summons, which is dated 12th July 2013, alleges that the
Defendant ‘did top and lop’ the tree. The nature of the offence is such that the works are not
considered to have caused the tree’s death or destruction (covered by Section 210(1) of the
Act), whilst yet requiring the LPA’s consent.

2.4.2 The words ‘top’ and ‘lop’ within the Summons refer to actions listed within Section
202C(1) of the Act, where they appear as ‘topping’ and ‘lopping’ respectively. These are terms
of art within the field of arboriculture. Whilst there is no agreed formal definition for lopping,
it is generally held to refer to the removal of side branches back to a parent stem, the sense
being ‘to lop off’ as against ‘to reduce in length’. This is in line with the conclusion reached by
Lord Esher M.R. in the Court of Appeal in Unwin v Hanson [1891] 2 Q.B. 115:

[Lop] is well known in the country to mean cutting off the branches of a tree.

2.4.3 Although in the same judgement Lord Esher also offered a definition for topping (viz.
‘cutting off [a tree’s] top’), the term is now defined in BS3998:2010 at its 3.28 as:

[The] removal of most or all of the crown of a mature tree by indiscriminately cutting through
the main stem(s)

(Relevant extracts from BS3998:2010 are appended at JFL6, highlighted for ease of reference.)
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2.4.4 The legislation under consideration in that case (the Highways Act Amendment Act 1885)
also included use of the term ‘pruning’, an acknowledgement that ‘topping’, ‘lopping’ and
‘pruning’ are three different treatments. The current statutory successor to the 1885 Act is the
Highways Act 1980. At Section 136(1) it provides:

136 Damage to highway consequent on exclusion of sun and wind.
(1) If a highway which consists of or comprises a carriageway is being damaged in
consequence of the exclusion from it of the sun and wind by a hedge or tree... a
magistrates’ court may by order require the owner or occupier of the land on which the
hedge or tree is growing, so to cut, prune or plash the hedge or prune or lop the tree as
to remove the cause of damage.

2.4.5 Thus current legislation differentiates between ‘pruning’ and ‘lopping’. ‘Topping’ is not
referred to in Section 136. However, the problem addressed by this provision is the
deterioration of unmade roads due in part to overhang of branches, for which topping would
provide no remedy; it’s omission from this provision is broadly to be expected. What is clear is
that the 1980 Act envisages a difference between removal of a branch (‘lopping’), and
‘pruning’. The only plausible interpretation of the latter term is thus the shortening of a branch
or branches (as against their removal). I shall return to this point in section 4.
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3 Observations made on site

3.1 General
I undertook a site visit on 18th September 2013. I was unaccompanied though a number of
builders were present on site. There were no adverse weather conditions or other factors that
would have limited my observations and I consider that I collected the necessary data to
inform my conclusions.

3.2 The tree: general attributes and context
3.2.1 Please refer to Figure 1, below, which I have extracted from exhibit GM3; annotations in
red are my mark‐up. The plan was apparently supplied as a component of planning application
ref. 88843/12. The subject tree (“T113”) is referable as a mature common ash (Fraxinus
excelsior L.). It is situated some 6.3m from the corner (point “C”) of the existing dwelling
(hatched), being the existing dwelling referred to in the TPO application and consent.

Figure 1 – ‘Proposed Site Plan’ extracted from Exhibit GM3; note – not to scale as extracted

T113

NORTH

C
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3.2.2 Measured from the ground entry point on the south side of its stem, the tree stands ca.
14m high. It arises from a single stem of ca. 1000mm diameter, before trifurcating into three
leaders (secondary stems; visible in e.g. [P3]) at ca. 2‐2.5m above ground level. These leaders
have diameters above the trifurcation of 720mm, 450mm and 410mm respectively (all close
approximations). Measured at the four cardinal points, I found the crown spread of the tree to
be as follows:
North 8.4m
South 10.5m (estimated to the nearest half a metre)
West

6.3m

East

6m (estimated to the nearest half a metre)

3.2.3 By assessment of annual twig extension growth (the spacing between successive years’
terminal bud scars formed along the shoots) and foliage density, size and colour, the tree
shows satisfactory (i.e. unimpaired) vitality. As such, its physiological condition can currently
be described as good.

3.3 The tree: pruning works
3.3.1 There have been at least two phases of pruning works, which I will characterize as
‘historic’ and ‘recent’. The historic works are those that substantially predate those presently
under consideration, as evidenced by the pruning cuts having had time to occlude (callus over
with new protective bark, visible in [P7] [P8] [P9] [P10]; analogous to the wound healing
process in humans). The recent works have not yet had time to occlude (lack of occlusion
onset visible in [P16] [P17]) and are, therefore, readily distinguishable from their antecedents.

3.3.2 The historic works chiefly comprise the removal of secondary branches (i.e. not leaders)
from the low to mid‐crown region of the tree. This treatment is known as ‘crown lifting’
(evidenced by the lack of lower crown growth visible in [P2] [P3]), defined by BS3998:2010 at
its 3.12 as:

[The] removal of lower branches to achieve a stated vertical clearance above ground level of
other surface
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3.3.3 The recent works take four types:
1. Reduction in the length of branches growing towards the dwelling [P3]
2. Reduction in the length of branches elsewhere [P14]
3. Removal of relatively minor internal growth from within the crown of the tree [P12]
[P13]
4. Removal of two lower branches on the northeast and east‐northeast side of the tree
[P15] [P16] [P17]

3.3.4 In addition to crown lifting, the effect of the historic tree work was to increase the
physical separation between the lower crown of the tree and the dwelling. However, branches
in the mid‐ and upper crown would have continued to grow in proximity to the building. These
branches have been reduced by the recent works (work type 1). The greatest single clearance
achieved by the recent works is ca. 2.7m to the end of the live shoot, with the pruning cut [P3]
distal to this (i.e. the pruning cut immediately adjacent to the retained live shoot) being made
at ca. 3.4m from the dwelling. The upper crown of the tree continues to overhang the
dwelling’s roof [P4] [P5], although the branches are not physically in contact with it following
the recent pruning. It is not clear whether the Summons seeks to challenge work type 1.

3.3.5 Work type 2 comprises branch tip reduction to the upper parts of the two northernmost
leaders, and also to one lateral branch growing to the south at ca. 7m above ground level
(relative to the south of the tree). Concerning the former, based on the location and diameter
of the pruning cuts, I consider that the type 2 work has resulted in a reduction in the height of
the pruned parts of the tree of 1.5‐2m (please see an approximation of this on [P1]. On its
face, work type 2 appears to be subject to Summons under the allegation that the tree has
been topped. I return to this in section 4.

3.3.6 Work type 3 is self‐explanatory at 3.3.3.3 and is consistent with works covered by the
consented specification. I offer this as a statement of fact insofar as it appears not to be
challenged by the Summons. Work type 4, the removal of the two low branches, also appears
to be subject to Summons, in this case under the allegation that the tree has been lopped. I
return to this in section 4.
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PART B – OPINION

4 Discussion

4.1 General
Within this section I set out my opinion on the matters put to me in my instructions (set out at
1.2.4), as well as on such other matters that I consider will assist the court.

4.2 The purpose of a Tree Preservation Order
4.2.1 The power conferred on local authorities (and their ilk) to make TPOs is now found at
Section 198 of the Act, where such authorities consider it to be:

Expedient in the interests of amenity to make provision for the preservation of trees…

In other words, TPOs may be made where it is held to be in the public interest to preserve the
tree and such amenity value as attaches to it.

4.2.2 Clearly, the most obvious means of preserving a tree is to prohibit its removal (covered
by Section 202C(1)(a), (d) and (f) of the Act). Included within the latter sub‐section (f) are acts
directed at the tree that render it a thing no longer worthy of protection (per Barnet LBC v
Eastern Electricity Board [1973] 1 W.L.R.430]). Below this tier of offences sit acts which, though
sub‐lethal, are nevertheless prohibited. These are covered by Section 202C(1)(b), (c) and (e) of
the Act and include ‘topping’ and ‘lopping’, as cited in the Summons.

4.2.3 In simplified terms, the variously prohibited acts fall under the two headings of
‘destruction’ (Section 210(1)) and ‘damage’ (Section 210(4)). Offences indictable under Section
210(1) are relatively straightforward (except where it is alleged that the tree will die, though
has not yet done so; this is not what is presently alleged). Conversely, Section 210(4) offences
can be subject to something of a range of interpretation.
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4.2.4 In my opinion, the purpose of a TPO, as articulated through the sub‐lethal family of
contraventions caught by Section 210(4), is to preserve the amenity associated with a tree
against ‘damage’ of sufficient severity to result in its material diminution.

4.3 The standards that must be applied when undertaking work on a tree
The accepted benchmark for tree work in the UK is the British Standard cited in Condition 2 to
the consent (please refer to 2.3.1&2; albeit the Condition refers to the obsolete edition of this
document). Indeed, the citation of BS3998 in the Condition is confirmatory in this regard. I do
not consider the error within the condition to be material to my conclusions.

4.4 The scope of the permission granted on 19th December 2012 for works on the tree
The consent for tree work issued by Bolton MBC is reproduced at 2.3.1.1, and was (in non‐
technical terms) for:
1. Reduction of secondary branch growth to gain a 3 metre clearance from the property;
and
2. Crown cleaning by removal of dead, dying and defective growth from within the
crown.

In addition, an explicit prohibition was applied of ‘no crown thinning to be undertaken’. Given
the consented crown clean, it is apparent that the prohibition on thinning is intended to act
against removal of healthy live growth from inside the canopy.

4.5 The nature of the works undertaken on the tree and their appropriateness
4.5.1 As set out in section 3.3.3, the pruning undertaken by the Defendant (as against the
historic tree work, which is not presently relevant) comprises four types:
1. Branch length reduction to clear the adjacent dwelling;
2. Branch length reduction elsewhere;
3. Removal of minor growth from within the crown; and
4. Removal of the two lower limbs.
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Of these types of treatment, I consider the third was undertaken in compliance with the
consented crown clean, and appears not to fall within the compass of the Summons. I also
consider the first type to be within specification in relation to pruning clear of the dwelling.

4.5.2 Whilst it is not clear from the Summons whether it seeks to challenge the type 1 work,
from the narrative in the Tree & Woodland Manager’s (TWM’s) memo of 13th March 2013
(appended at JFL7), this would not seem to be the case. The memo describes the tree work in
the following terms:

The tree has been crown reduced all over by 2‐3 metres and two major lower limbs on the
south side of the tree have been removed.

Insofar as it relates to branches growing towards the dwelling, the alleged extent of the crown
reduction (of two to three metres) falls within the compass of the 3m consented clearance. As
such, the local authority appears to have accepted that the dwelling‐side branches have not
been reduced by more than the specified 3m. This concurs with my assessment (per my
paragraph 3.3.4).

4.5.3 The memo describes the tree as having been ‘crown reduced’. BS3998:2010 defines
‘crown reduction’ at its 3.13 in the following terms:

Operation that results in an overall reduction in the height and/or spread of the crown of a tree
by means of a general shortening of twigs and/or branches, whilst retaining the main
framework of the crown

It is apparent from this definition that ‘crown reduction’ is quite distinct from ‘topping’ which,
to recap, involves:

Removal of most or all of the crown of a mature tree by indiscriminately cutting through the
main stem(s) (per BS3998:2010 at its 3.28)
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4.5.4 Whilst the two limbs referred to as having been removed are not oriented to the south of
the tree, it is clear that the wording of the memo relates to the type 4 work. The removal of
the two lower limbs, and the branch length reduction other than adjacent to the dwelling (i.e.
the ‘2‐3m crown reduction’ alleged in the memo, which I assess as being 1.5‐2m), are
specifically referred to me for comment in my instructions, and it appears that these are
challenged by the Summons under the respective heads of lopping and topping. I will address
them in turn.

4.5.5 There is no dispute that the removal of the two lower limbs comprises ‘lopping’, the
question being whether these limbs were ‘defective’ such that their removal lies within the
consented specification. Attention is drawn to the nature of the specification: whilst this
establishes a maximum clearance from the dwelling and includes an explicit prohibition on
crown thinning (the removal of live healthy growth from within the canopy), the nature and
extent of the crown clean is only partially defined, referring to ‘dead, dying and defective
growth’.

4.5.6 Whether a branch is dead is a matter of fact; whether it is dying is usually also factual.
But whether a branch is ‘defective’ (whatever that might mean anyway) is a question of
judgement. As such, the consent inevitably allows, in fact requires, the person implementing it
to employ his or her judgement in determining which branches to remove under the heading
of ‘defective growth’.

4.5.7 From the responses of the Defendant under interview, it is clear that he considers there
to have been a sound arboricultural justification for the removal of these two lower limbs. To
address the question of appropriateness, it is relevant to consider whether the Defendant was
reasonably entitled, through his qualifications and experience, to conclude that the two
branches in question were defective and should be removed. In this regard, the Defendant is
significantly better qualified, and with significantly greater experience, than the majority of
arborists plying the trade of tree surgery in the UK.
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4.5.8 The Defendant’s qualifications include a degree in arboriculture plus experience working
as a local authority tree officer. He has also attained a certificate in ‘Professional Tree
Inspection’, a nationally recognised practical accreditation of good standing. I am satisfied that
the Defendant was adequately equipped to exercise the judgement inherent in the scope of
the consent. As such, the issue of the appropriateness of the limb removal turns in effect on a
clash of judgements between the Defendant and the local authority TWM, as to what
constitutes a ‘defective’ branch.

4.5.9 In my view, the critical matter is that this aspect of the consent rests on the exercise of
judgement by its implementer, the Defendant. This being so, the attempt by the local authority
to challenge the application of this judgement, after the fact and via criminal proceedings,
seems to me to be highly self‐contradictory. Moreover, the challenge has the practical effect of
an attempt to nullify the entitlement toward use of judgement conferred by the consent. In
that there is no power to revoke TPO consent, the attempted prosecution for exercise of
judgement (i.e. the inclusion of ‘lopping’ in the Summons) is quite possibly ultra vires.

4.5.10 Furthermore, as a purely practical matter, the Defendant and his co‐worker(s) had
access to the aerial parts of the tree and so were able to view the two limbs from close at
hand. Accordingly, I consider that he (they) were in a materially better position than the TWM
to determine the condition of the branches concerned.

4.5.11 I turn now to the allegation that the tree has been ‘topped’. Referring to the definition
of this provided by BS3998:2010 (my paragraphs 2.4.3 & 4.5.3 refer), it is immediately
apparent that the tree has not been topped. On this simple fact alone, the allegation of
‘topping’ should fall away.

4.5.12 However, insofar as the consent limits the pruning (of healthy live growth) to that
aspect of the tree which faces the dwelling, the tree has been pruned elsewhere than as
consented (though it has not been reduced ‘all over’ as alleged: my paragraph 3.3.5 refers).
Because pruning (as distinct from ‘topping’ and ‘lopping’), is not expressly prohibited by the
primary legislation, if it is to challenge this aspect of the work the prosecuting authority is left
with no option but to allege ‘topping’ or ‘damage’. The latter is not part of the Summons.
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4.5.13 Pruning can be understood as an umbrella term that catches all tree work other than
felling. Thus, lopping and topping are types of pruning (pollarding would be another).
However, as terms of art, lopping and topping have specific meanings. They are prohibited
actions within the Act because these meanings identify severe treatments that can have
adverse physiological and aesthetic effects on trees. It is for this reason that the application of
such treatments to protected trees is subject to statutory control.

4.5.14 I am aware of the caveat in the field of statutory interpretation that cautions against
importing meaning from one Act into another with, thus, any given Act in question providing
the context from which its own meaning should be drawn. However, it is striking that the TPO
legislation does not include a common term for the management of woody plants, ‘pruning’,
which is in use elsewhere in current statute (viz. the Highways Act 1980). In my opinion,
pruning work not reasonably definable as topping or lopping, is not subject to statutory
prohibition, despite this being a common assumption. (The exception to this would be if
pruning were undertaken with sufficient incompetence or brutality to comprise ‘damage’. This
is not the case here: please see 4.7, below and [P1] [P6] [P14]). If the intention of the Act was
to prohibit pruning, there was already statutory vocabulary and ample arboricultural
knowledge available to give expression to it. To the extent that pruning has occurred in this
case, therefore, it appears to be beyond the prosecutorial reach of the alleged offences.

4.6 Whether the consent was exceeded by the works undertaken on the tree
With regards only to the type 2 work (branch length reduction elsewhere than adjacent to the
dwelling), this is not within the specification set out in condition 3 of the consent and so
exceeds it (though not so as to comprise lopping or topping).

4.7 Whether the works appear to be undertaken to the appropriate standard
On viewing the tree I was struck by the careful, even meticulous, manner in which the work
had been undertaken. As a former tree surgeon of some ten years’ practical experience (time
served prior to my consultancy career), I can say that the work was done to a high standard,
and within the good practice set out in BS3998:2010.
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4.8 The overall appearance and amenity of the tree following the works
4.8.1 From the public realm viewpoint of the Bradshaw Brow footway, the live crown of the
tree offers a good quality naturalistic exhibit [P1]. In this regard, I would say that its amenity is
undiminished, despite the slight height reduction (that is, because it was slight, the height
reduction has little practical impact on amenity).

4.8.2 The lower half or so of the tree has a treed backdrop to the southeast (i.e. in the
background of views from the footway). The historic pruning work which comprised lifting in
the mid‐crown region is readily apparent, with the leaders appearing bare at this height. Due
to the treed backdrop, however, pruning work below this height, including the recent removal
of the two lower limbs [P1], is difficult to discern from Bradshaw Brow.

4.8.2 The TWM raises the issue of the tree’s prominence, which he considers would be
lessened by the height reduction. The forthcoming dwelling will stand 6.8m from the footway,
from which its hipped roof slopes away above eaves at 5.6m to a ridge at 8.3m. The tree is
situated ca. 21.5m from the footway. The Bradshaw Brow frontage of the new dwelling will be
articulated by two gables, with that to the right (viewed facing) rising to a height of 7.6m. I
have modelled these dimensions using digital drawing software (based on consented proposals
drawings for application ref. 88843/12; those I rely on are appended at JFL8), inserting the
resulting sketch at Figure 2.

4.8.3 Once the new dwelling is constructed, it is apparent from Figure 2 that line of sight from
eye‐level (1.65m) at the footway would only gain an obstructed view of the tree if it rose to a
height of ca. 22m. Decreasingly partial views would be available from above ca. 13.5m. Adding
the TWM’s assessment of the height reduction of 2‐3m (which is a little more than my
assessment) to the tree’s current height of ca. 14m derives a total of only 17m. This is 5m
below the required height for visibility of the upper crown. The tree would be more visible
above the obstruction of the new dwelling had it not been pruned, though in my opinion not
materially so.
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Figure 2 – Sketch showing visual obstruction formed by forthcoming dwelling

4.8.4 The tree’s health and vitality remain intact (please see 3.2.3 and immediately below) and
it will, therefore, regrow to its former dimensions and quite probably beyond, recovering its
height within approximately three or four growing seasons. To conclude this point, I do not
consider that the pruning work to the upper parts of the tree has had a significant adverse
effect on amenity, to the point where ‘damage’ to it can be said to have occurred. Of course,
‘damage’ is not alleged in the Summons in any event.

4.9 The current health of the tree
4.9.1 As noted in my paragraph 3.2.3, the current health of the tree is good. However, I
consider that it will assist the court for me to address the following point raised in the TWM’s
memo:

The large limb removal will provide points of entry for decay which will reduce the life
expectancy of the tree
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The work referred to is that under type 4. BS3998:2010 provides guidance on limb removal. At
its paragraph 7.2.4 it states inter alia:

In order to ensure that the potentially adverse effects of pruning are avoided as far as
possible… the cross‐sectional area of the cuts… should be minimized as follows:
‐

Each final cut should be kept as small as possible, e.g. by cutting at an optimum angle…

‐

In order to select a branch for removal, the diameter of the final cut should generally
not exceed one‐third of that of the parent stem or branch. If the tree is old… the
maximum diameter of individual cuts should be even smaller

4.9.2 Additionally, at its Figure 2 (included within JFL6), BS3998:2010 provides an illustration of
the correct placement of cuts for branch removal off a parent stem (the optimum angle
referred to in the Standard’s paragraph 7.2.4, above). It is apparent from photographs [P16]
and [P17] that the two lower limbs were removed in accordance both with the guidance on
cut‐to‐parent diameter ratio, and with the Figure 2 illustration. This being the case, I consider
the concerns raised by the TWM to be unfounded in the case of decay risk, and overstated as
to reduced life expectancy.
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5 Conclusions
5.1 On the 19th December 2012, Bolton Metropolitan Borough Council granted consent for tree
works to an ash tree referenced T113 within the ‘Bolton (Bradshaw) Tree Preservation Order
1976’. The consent included a specification for tree works inherent within which was a need
for its implementer to use professional judgement in respect of selecting for removal branches
in ‘defective’ condition.

5.2 The Defendant stands accused of undertaking two specific types of tree work, ‘lopping’ and
‘topping’, which relate, respectively, to removal of two low branches and reduction in the
height of the tree. Lopping and topping are terms of art within the field of arboriculture,
respectively meaning limb removal and transection of the main stem or primary leaders of the
tree so as to remove most of its crown.

5.3 Tree Preservation Orders prohibit lopping and topping except where consent has been
granted by the relevant authority. Elsewhere in current statute, lopping and topping are
differentiated from ‘pruning’, an umbrella term in commonplace usage. Lopping and topping
are severe types of pruning which are controlled by the Act in order to avoid harm to trees of
value.

5.4 According to the long‐standing arboricultural definition of topping, which is also widely
understood by non‐specialists, the tree has not been topped. Whilst it has been reduced in
height, i.e. pruned other than by topping, this treatment was undertaken with diligent regard
for best practice and was minor in scope.

5.5 The height reduction has had no material adverse effect on the physiology or aesthetics of
the tree. Indeed, insofar as it now looks in good order, the latter might have been improved by
this treatment anyway. The prominence of the tree is not materially reduced (the planning
consent for the new dwelling does vastly more in this regard) and in any event the tree
appears healthy and should regrow.
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5.6 The removal of the two low limbs comprises lopping. However, the consent irrevocably
entitled its implementer to use his or her professional judgement to identify defective
branches, and select them for removal. The Defendant has senior qualifications and
experience within the field of arboriculture to support his judgement in such matters.
Additionally, he and his co‐worker(s) had the benefit of a close‐up view of the branches from
within the tree.

5.7 The allegation of topping is unfounded on the plain fact that the tree has not been topped.
The allegation of lopping is self‐contradictory relative to the consent.
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Statement of Compliance with the Duties of an Expert Witness

I understand that my duty as an expert witness in this matter is to any court before which my
evidence may come, including such successors in jurisdiction as may arise. I have complied
with this duty and will continue to comply with it. I have set out, in this report, all matters
relevant to the issues on which my expert opinion is given. This includes details of any matters
that might run counter to my overall conclusions, and/or to the interests of my instructing
client. As such, this report is written in compliance with Part 33 Criminal Procedure Rules 2012
governing expert witnesses and their evidence.

Statement of truthfulness

The contents of this report comprise my honest opinion on the matters addressed herein, and
are a true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I know that should this report be introduced
in evidence, it would be an offence wilfully to have stated anything in it that I knew to be false
or which I did not believe to be true.

I confirm that I have made clear which facts and matters referred to in this report are within
my own knowledge and which are not. Those that are within my own knowledge I confirm to
be true. The opinions I have expressed represent my true and complete professional opinions
on matters to which they refer.

JULIAN FORBES‐LAIRD, 14th October 3013
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arboricultural assessments for a wide range of public, corporate and private clients.
JFL started his career in arboriculture on the prac cal side of the profession, before comple ng a gradual
transi on to consultancy in 2000. A er two years spent working as an independent consultant, he spent a further
two years as Senior Consultant at CBA Trees, before establishing FLAC in 2004.
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planning and li ga on ma ers. Notes on specific areas of the prac ce follow.
Having developed and lectured widely on a respected and peer‐reviewed method designed to quan fy the risk
posed by defec ve trees (THREATS), JFL is a recognised authority on tree hazard assessment. He has undertaken
several forensic accident inves ga ons, including in rela on to fatali es caused by trees, and has appeared as an
expert witness in the High Court several mes. He is Special Advisor on Tree Risk for Network Rail.
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assessment, legal aspects of liability for hazard trees, subsidence, and the arboricultural significance of certain
wood decay fungi on trees. In addi on, JFL is a well‐known figure on the arboricultural lecture circuit.
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management/restora on of historic arboricultural features.
FLAC has advised various landscape design projects focussing on the selec on and establishment of woody
plants. These include both amenity woodlands and rural and urban plan ng schemes in the United Kingdom and
also abroad.
JFL is regularly instructed in the area of tree root damage to buildings, frequently ac ng as an expert witness in
this demanding area of arboriculture.
A significant propor on of our work relates to Tree Preserva on Orders. JFL has been instructed as an expert
witness on several occasions to assist local authori es with prosecu ons for oﬀences under the relevant
legisla on, and has appeared for the prosecu on in the Crown Court. Addi onally, he is author of the TEMPO
system for assessing whether trees merit TPO protec on; TEMPO is used by over 60 local authori es and dozens
of consultants.
Many of FLAC’s instruc ons derive from the planning process, and we are well known for our work on major
strategic development projects, with currently six 2500+ unit schemes at various stages of design or construc on.
We also act on major infrastructure projects, with the Thames Tunnel being a current example. We regularly
contribute to all types of planning Appeals, represen ng both local authori es and also developers. JFL has
appeared numerous mes at Public Inquiries, and also undertakes advocacy at Inquiries on behalf of Rule 6
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JFL was a technical editor of BS5837:2012, with specific responsibility for preparing dra s of the sec ons rela ng
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APPENDIX JFL2
Extract from Tree Preserva on Order: Map 2

BRADSHAW BROW

SUBJECT TREE, TPO
REF T113

APPENDIX JFL3
Applica on for tree works consent

APPENDIX JFL4
Local planning authority decision on the applica on

APPENDIX JFL5
Photographs taken by the Expert on site
(marked up to show key features)

P1 Subject tree as viewed from footway on Bradshaw Brow, origins of two low removed limbs arrowed; dashed line shows an
approximation of the unpruned height
Note tree retains dense foliation and natural crown shape

P2 Subject tree from further southeast, partially obscured by existing dwelling
Note forthcoming dwelling offset from that existing by 1m to left

P3 View of subject tree from south showing clearance to dwelling
Note maximum clearance per report para. 3.3.4 arrowed

P4 Clearance to dwelling viewed from northeast

P5 View of tree/building relationship from obliquely below

P6 Tree/building relationship from directly below showing careful attention to pruning detail

P7 View of leaders showing occluded historic pruning wounds (examples arrowed)

P8 Second view of leaders, detail as for P8

P9 Further view into crown showing occluded historic pruning wounds (arrowed)

P11 View into crown to show location (circled) of pruned out deadwood seen in P13

P10 Close‐up view of historic pruning wounds

P12 Closer view of recent pruning wound; note contrasting appearance to
occluded pruning wounds in P11

P13 Close‐up of recent pruning wound, location within crown per P12 & P13

P14 View into crown showing careful pruning detail (example cuts arrowed)

P15 View of leaders showing location of removed low limbs (arrowed)

P16 Close‐up view of lower limb removal pruning cut
Note limb to parent diameter ratio at ca.1:3.2 (red to yellow)

P17 Close‐up view of second lower limb removal pruning cut
Note limb to parent diameter ratio at ca. 1:3 (red to yellow)
(obliquity of photo angle allowed for in ratio assessment)

APPENDIX JFL6
Relevant extracts from BS3998:2010
‘Tree work — Recommenda ons’
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BRITISH STANDARD
3.4

arisings

Committee member copy: Do not reproduce

any parts of a tree, including stem, roots, branches (brushwood), bark,
other woody material and foliage, derived from the tree during tree
work operations

3.5

canker
area of dead cambium and overlying tissues killed by a pathogen

3.6

cavity
hole in a woody part of a tree caused by decay or damage
NOTE Cavities can hold water (wet cavity) or be dry.

3.7

co-dominant stem/branch
upward growing stem/branch with a similar height and disposition as
another stem/branch
NOTE Where such stems/branches arise from the same union, their
stability or the integrity of the attachment of the stems/branches could be
compromised. See also 3.17.

3.8

competent person
person who has training and experience relevant to the matter being
addressed and an understanding of the requirements of the particular
task being approached
NOTE A competent person is expected to understand the hazards
pertinent to the task being carried out and the methods to be implemented
to eliminate or reduce the risks that can arise. For example, when on site,
a competent person is able to recognize at all times whether it is safe to
proceed.

3.9

coppicing
cutting trees close to ground level with the intention of encouraging
regrowth of multiple shoots

3.10

crotch
forked region formed by the junction of a branch and the stem, or by
two branches

3.11

crown
main foliage-bearing part of a tree

3.12

crown lifting
removal of lower branches to achieve a stated vertical clearance above
ground level or other surface
NOTE The vertical clearance will usually be stated in the work
specification (4.1).

3.13

crown reduction
operation that results in an overall reduction in the height and/or
spread of the crown of a tree by means of a general shortening of twigs
and/or branches, whilst retaining the main framework of the crown

3.14

crown thinning
removal of a proportion of small, live branches from throughout the
crown to achieve an even density of foliage around a well-spaced and
balanced branch structure

3.15

epicormic branch/bud/shoot
branch/bud/shoot initiated on a mature woody stem or branch
NOTE Shoots can form in this way from dormant buds or be adventitious
(see also 3.2).
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3.25

stem

Committee member copy: Do not reproduce

principal above-ground structural component of a tree that supports
the branches
NOTE 1 This either extends throughout most of the height of the tree
(primary stem), or is one of a number of such components (secondary stems)
which divide from each other either near the ground or at a higher level.
NOTE 2 Trees comprising two or more stems arising from, or immediately
above, ground level are commonly referred to as “twin-stemmed” or
“multi-stemmed”.
NOTE 3 ”Stem” is synonymous with “trunk” for single-stemmed trees,
particularly those of a large diameter.

3.26

stub
broken or severed short remaining section of a branch extending
beyond a crotch
NOTE Also known as a “snag” or “noggin”.

3.27

target
person or object, whether mobile or fixed, within the potential zone
of impact of a tree or its branches, which might be harmed as a result
of the partial or total failure of the tree
NOTE The term can also refer to a pedestrian or vehicular route where
harm might thus occur.

3.28

topping
removal of most or all of the crown of a mature tree by indiscriminately
cutting through the main stem(s)
NOTE This is not the same as pollarding (3.21).

3.29

veteranization
controlled infliction of damage on a tree to achieve a specific habitat
objective
NOTE This is undertaken to promote or emulate the development of
some of the features of a veteran tree, especially the wildlife habitats and
shelters that are provided by decaying wood and cavities (see Veteran
trees: a guide to good management [1]). When undertaken, it is usually
on young or early-mature trees.

3.30

veteran tree
tree that, by recognized criteria, shows features of biological, cultural or
aesthetic value that are characteristic of, but not exclusive to, individuals
surviving beyond the typical age range for the species concerned
NOTE These characteristics might typically include a large girth, signs of
crown retrenchment and hollowing of the stem.

3.31

vitality
overall measure of physiological and biochemical processes, in which
high vitality equates with near-optimal function

3.32

water pocket
natural depression or crotch in a tree that holds water

3.33

wetwood
condition in living trees where the wood develops an abnormally high
water content and water-soaked appearance
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make allowances for the likely influence of the age of the tree on the
outcome of the work.
•

Very extensive wound-induced decay can develop in older
trees of species that contain a large proportion of ripewood or
non‑durable heartwood (see 7.2.4).

•

In species that are highly susceptible to particular canker
diseases, older trees can be especially vulnerable to infection by
the pathogens concerned. A tree could, however, survive such
infection if its stem is too large to be easily girdled by the cankers.

•

Mature and old trees generally have a reduced capacity to tolerate
the potentially adverse effects of wounding, especially with regard
to the development of physiological dysfunction and decay.

•

The older the stem or branch, the less capacity it generally has
to produce new shoots from dormant or adventitious buds after
pruning. The decline in this capacity varies greatly according to
species (see 7.2.1).

If, due to site constraints or management objectives, there is a need
to prune a tree so as to manage the size or shape of its crown, this
should be started when it is young (formative pruning; see 7.4), so as
to reduce the need for pruning in later life.

7.2.4

Deciding where and how much to prune
In order to ensure that the potentially adverse effects of pruning are
avoided as far as possible (see 7.2 and 0.3), the cross-sectional area of
the cuts individually and in total should be minimized as follows.
•

Each final cut should be kept as small as possible, e.g. by cutting
at an optimum angle (see 7.2.5).

•

In order to select a branch for removal, the diameter of the final cut
should generally not exceed one-third of that of the parent stem
or branch. If the tree is old or declining, the maximum diameter of
individual cuts should be even smaller, to allow for the relatively
small proportion of sapwood and the slow rate of wound occlusion.
This recommendation cannot be fulfilled in the case of co-dominant
stems, but the removal of such a stem may be undertaken if the
wound is small enough to become occluded rapidly.

•

The number and size of cuts should generally be limited so that
their total cross-sectional area does not exceed one-third of
that of the stem, when measured at 1.5 m above ground level,
as in the examples shown in Table 1, where the stem-diameter
is 600 mm and the cuts are all equal in size. A lesser proportion
should generally be adopted when pruning large-diameter
veteran trees (see Annex C).

•

If a stem or branch is to be shortened, the cut should be made
distal to a union or group of unions where one or more healthy
lateral branches bear enough foliage to sustain the parent stem
or branch. If there is only one such union near the intended cut,
the lateral branch should have as large a diameter as possible
(i.e. at least one-third and preferably more than half that of the
removed portion).

•

In species which lack a durable heartwood or which have particularly
weak defences against wound-induced decay, the guidance in 7.2.2
should be followed regarding the need to avoid, as far as possible,
the exposure of the older, central wood.
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BS 3998:2010
ridge (if apparent) of a branch chosen for retention as indicated in
Figure 2, R(c). If the species has whorled branches (e.g. Pinus spp.), the
final cut should be at right angles to the grain, just distal to a whorl.
NOTE 1 Further guidance on natural target pruning is given in A new
tree biology [30] and in Modern arboriculture [31].
NOTE 2 The treatment of pruning cuts is covered in Clause 8.

Figure 2 Positions of final cuts
R (c)

N (e)
N (d)

R (b)

1
N (c)
N (b)

R (a)

N (a)

2

a) Recommended (R)

b) Not recommended (N)

Key
1

Branch bark ridges

2

Branch collar

R(a)

Cut where branch collar and branch bark ridge are apparent

R(b)

Cut where neither branch bark ridge nor branch collar are apparent

R(c)

Position for end-cut in crown reduction – maximum size of cut in relation to size of lateral branch

N(a)

Cut too close (removing the branch collar and cutting into the bark branch ridge)

N(b)

Cut too close (injuring parent stem in the crotch and too steeply angled)

N(c/d)

Cut too far out, leaving a stub (but see C.2, Note 2 for exceptions)

N(e)	Incorrect end cut (made beyond a branch that is too small, but see 7.2.4 regarding groups of branches,
rather than one branch of a required size)
Recommended cut
Not recommended cut
Basal flare of the branch that does not show a distinct collar or ridge

NOTE The optimum position and angle of the end-cut cannot be exactly prescribed, as branch unions vary
considerably in their conformation.
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APPENDIX JFL7
Internal memo from local authority
‘Tree and Woodland Manager’,
Dated 13th March 2013

Tree and Woodland Section
Environmental Services
Ellesmere House
Ellesmere Street
Bolton BL3 5DT

To
From

G.Mitchell, Planning Control
Matthew Rainer

Subject

Land adjacent to 10 Bradshaw Brow

Date
Extension

13.3.2013
4027

This report follows from the meeting on site with Graeme Mitchell and Neil Pike from Neil Pike
Architects at 9.30 am on 13th March 2013 and relates to infringements in respect of application
88984/12 Pruning of one Ash tree and application 88843/12 repositioning of approved detached
dwelling (85792/11).
Site history
3.3.2011 Application 85792/11 for the erection of detached dwelling on land adjacent to 10
Bradshaw Brow. This was approved 18.5.2011.
27.4.2012 Application 87944/12 for the felling of 1 Ash tree. Refused on 24.5.2012 and appeal
subsequently dismissed.
10.10.2012 Application 88843/12 for the repositioning of approved detached dwelling
(85792/11).Approved 4.2.2013
9.11.2012 Application for the pruning of Ash tree. 88984/12 Approved with amended specification
19.12.2012.
Recent works on site
On Tuesday 6th March I went past the site and noted that works had commenced in digging the
foundations for the building. Condition 8 and 9 in the approval had not been discharged. The tree
had no protective fencing around it. I advised Planning Control that morning. They advised that
they had contacted the architect who advised he would contact his client. On the 7th March the
architect advised that the ‘Tree Root Protection Zone’(RPZ) would be protected during any works.
Whilst on leave I passed the site and noted continued activity and further excavations within the
RPZ. No fencing had been erected. I contacted one of my colleagues on 7th March and asked him
to get a message to Planning Control that works were still continuing. It is understood Graeme
Mitchell attended site on Friday the 8th March. Photographs were taken at that time. No fencing
was erected at the time the photographs were taken.
I then attended site on the 13th March with Graeme Mitchell and Neill Pike and noticed that further
works had been undertaken and the ground where the footprint of the building had been fully dug
out and the soil pushed down the embankment to the rear. There have been major alterations to
the levels around the tree both lowering levels mainly to the north of the tree and raising levels to
the south. Fencing had been erected around the tree in an unsatisfactory manner varying in

distance from the tree from 2m to 4.7metres.The tree has a stem diameter of 105cms and there is
a requirement for a protection zone with an area equivalent to a circle with a radius of 12.6 metres
around the tree.
Within the fencing there has been soil disturbance and small changes of levels. Outside the
fencing area the level changes are more dramatic varying from a cut of up to 80 cms. and fill of
several metres all within the RPZ. Such works including the compaction by machinery to the
remaining ground will be detrimental to the health of the tree.
Three trial pits within the RPZ have been dug on the line of the proposed building. All show
evidence of fibrous roots. To the front of the proposed building where excavations have been made
also shows evidence of the trees rooting.
The tipping of soil down the embankment has also impacted on other protected trees on the site by
raising ground levels within their RPZ’s.
Tree Works
Tree works have been undertaken on the tree in excess of that which was granted. Permission
was given for -The tipping back of secondary branch growth to suitable lateral branch unions to
gain three metres clearance from the property. Crown cleaning to remove deadwood, dying and
defective growth to suitable branch unions. No crown thinning to be undertaken.
The tree has been crown reduced all over by 2-3metres and two major lower limbs on the south
side of the tree have been removed. These branches were in a healthy condition. These works
have been detrimental to the overall appearance and amenity of the tree. The large limb removal
will provide points of entry for decay which will reduce the life expectancy of the tree.
Remediation
In order to give the tree the best chance of recovery the disturbed area needs to be remediated.
The tree is mature and will not tolerate major disturbance to the roots. It is imperative that the
ground levels are restored to their pre-existing levels. Both raising the level where soil has been
removed and removing the excess soil that has been pushed down the embankment. A method
statement should be provided as to how this will be achieved ensuring that the ground over which
machinery travel is protected from further compaction. The works should be supervised by the
council to ensure that the levels are restored as close to the original levels.
After this work is complete the protective fencing should be applied around the tree 12.6 metres
from the tree except where development is to occur where the fencing should be positioned
2mteres from the back edge of the building to allow scaffolding to be erected.. All working should
be kept out of this zone for the duration of the building works. Details should also be supplied for
the method of ground protection within RPZ outside of the fencing area. Details should be provided
of the foundation construction. In view of the damage to date it is considered that the foundations
should be of a pile construction that avoids further excavation and severance of roots. Details of
proposed floor levels should be provided to minimise any further excavations within the root zone.
Details should be provided of any proposed patio area at the rear to ensure that it does not impede
water and air flow to the tree roots.

Conclusion
It is my view that both the unauthorised tree pruning and the continued damage to the tree roots
despite warnings to the architect and site manager that damage was occurring has resulted in
serious damage to the tree. It is considered that this should result in enforcement action being
undertaken. It is also recommended that the remediation measures are met in full.

Matthew Rainer
Tree and Woodland Manager

APPENDIX JFL8
Site plans submi ed as part of
prior planning applica on,
Relied on by the Expert for the prepara on of
Figure 2

FOUNDATIONS
All foundation designs to be in accordance with Structural Engineers details and specifications and to
suit ground conditions.
WALLS
Bituthene 4000 to be applied to external face of detaining wall and lapped as required with Preprufe
130R all in accordance with Grace Construction Products Ltd details and installed by an approved
specialist installer such as Lainton Services or similar. All necessary Product and Installation
warranties to be provided to Client.
EXTERNAL WALLS:
Internal Leaf: 100mm thick 7.0N blockwork to SE details.
Wall ties: Double triangle wall ties with insulations clips to be positioned at 450mm vertical spacing and
not more that 750mm horizontal spacing or as otherwise specified by Structural Engineer.
DPC:Hyload DPC or similar approved to be built into wall min 150mm above finished ground level and
lapped to all DPMs. All laps to be min 150mm;
Openings: all opening in external wall to have Polyfoam System Closer or other similar approved
extruded polystyrene rigid board insulation semi-enclosed in a rigid PVC casing;
Finishing: 12.5mm Gyproc plasterboard on dot and dab with skim finish (see further info on specific
plasterboard requirements).
U Value: 'U' value of 0.35 W/M2k or better.
INTERNAL WALLS:
BLOCKWORK:
12.5mm plasterboard on dot and dab with skim finish either side of 100mm or 140mm blockwork as
specified by Structural Engineers.
Please see further info on specific plasterboard requirements.
STUD WALLS:
100mm Crown Acoustic Roll or other similar approved to be laid between 75mmx100mm timber studs
and 12.5 Gyproc Wallboard to be fixed to either side of studs.Please see further info on specific
plasterboard requirements.

ROOF CONSTRUCTION
FLAT ROOF:
Single-ply Sarnafil Membrane to be fully adhered to 18mm Marine Plywood deck laid to fall 1:80 using
timber fitting on 150 x 50mm C16 roof joists to SE details of Truss Manufacturer's details .Ceiling
chords to be fixed under flat roof joists to suit floor to ceiling heights in the habitable area of the
roofspace.
FLAT CEILING AREAS :
150mm Crown Wool insulation between rafters and 150mm above rafters for a total of 200mm Crown
Wolld Insulations. Ceiling joisting to be underdrawn with 12.5mm Gyproc Wallboard DUPLEX U Value:
0.16 W/m2K or better.
WALL PLATES:
100x75mm treated SW secured to wall using 30x5mm MS straps at max 1800mm ctrs plugged and
screwed to blockword
FASCIAS:
25mm thick WBP timber notched to take 9mm soffit board;
EAVES SOFFIT:
9mm thicj plywood secured to face of brickwork using 50x50mm battens screwed onto wall.
VENTILATION:
Either Eaves ventilation strip or over-fascia ventilation strip to be used if sarking membrane is not of
breathable type (see sloping roof for membrane type);
RAINWATER GOODS:
139mm Moulded Heritage profile case aluminum gutters connected o 75mm square cast aluminum
downpipes all by Alumasc or other similar approved manufacturers.

COMPETENT PERSONS SCHEMES (SELF-CERTIFICATION SCHEMES)
All Mechanical Contractors to be registered with CORGI Services Ltd. If necessary, registration
incluse APHC Ltd and BESCA Ltd.
All Electrical Contractors to be registered with NICEIC Group Ltd; If necessary, registration to incluse
ECA Ltd and BRE Certification Ltdl
All Window and Glazing Contractors/Manufacturers and Installers to be registered with FENSA.
All registration details to be made available if required.
AIR TESTING
Air Testing and Certification to be provided prior to completion.
STAIRCASE AND BALUSTRADING:
Basement to Ground Floor: Hardwood Timber
Floor to Floor height: 2925mm
14 equal Risers at 209mm and Goings of 250mm formed with 2 flights of stairs of 12 risers and 2
risers with a half landing; 2R + F = 668
Ground to First Floor: Hardwood Timber
Floor to Floor height: 3150mm
15 equal Risers at 210mm and Goings of 250mm formed with a dog-leg stair comprising of 9 goings,
3 winders and 3 goings, 2R + G = 670
First to Second Floor (Roofspace): Hardwood Timber
Floor to Floor height: 2776mm
14 equal Risers at 198mm and Goings of 250mm formed with 2 flights of stairs of 6 risers and 8
risers with a half a landing; 2R + G = 646
General:Landings to have a width and length at least equal to the smallest width if the staircase.
Where open Risers are used, gaps should not exceed 100mm in accordance with Para 1.9 Part K
and of at least 50mm at their narrowest part. HW Handrail to be provided 900mm above pitch line
and 1100mm above landing. Where staircase width exceeds 1000mm, handrail to be providing on
both sides. Guarding to stairwell shall be unclimable and have no openings exceeding 100mm in
accordance with Part K1. Minimum headroom from pitch line to be 2000mm taken vertically and
1500mm taken at right angles.
External Balustrading :Handrail to be at 1100mm above host level. Guarding shall be unclimable and
have no openings exceeding 100mm in accordance with Park K1.
Fixing of balustrade to masonry and host level shall be to manufacturers design and/or structural
engineers details.

hr fire resistance. Internal garage door to glazed utility link to have an FD30S Fire raring and to
conform to BS476-22&23:1887 and to include intumescent strip.
'Perko' self-closing device only to be fitted to fire door serving attached or integral garage;
All internal doors along escape routes to be FD2- and to conform to BS 476-22&23:1987;
Test certificated to be provided for all fire doors.
Smoke detectors to be Grade A Category LD2 located in escape routes and habitable rooms in
accordance with BS 5839-6:2004 and to comply with BS 5446-1:2000.
Heat detector to be located in kitchen and to be linked to smoke detectors and to conform to BS
5446-2:2003.
Smoke detection to be mains operated with a standby power supply.
For surface spread of flame, walls and ceilings in common circulation Areas to achieve class '0'.
All other areas to achieve class '1'. Surface spread of flame to conform to BS 476-7:1997.
ABOVE GROUND DRAINAGE
All internal drainage fittings to discharge into 100mm SVPs as indicated on the drawing. All fittings to
have 765mm deep seal traps or as specified by manufacturers and in accordance with ADH of
National Building Regs. Waste pipes to connect in SVPs 200mm above lowest waste connection.
Waste pipes to be uPVC to the following sized.
WHB: 32MM diameter;
Showers, baths and sinks: 40mm dia with 75mm deep seal traps;
WC: 110mm dia hepselve pipe via Hunter S200 or similar approved manifold;
Cistern: 19mm overflow pipe.
Washing machines and Dishwashers: 40mm with 75mm deep seal trap;
SVP to be located internally and to terminate at plastic cage minimum 900mm above top of any
opening lights with new 110mm uPVC connection to existing drainage system.
Branch connections exceeding 1700mm to be fitted with Hunter or similar approved anti-syphon air
admittance valves.

PROFILE OF AMENDMENT TO DWELLING

6000

BROKEN LINE INDICATES POSITION
OF FORMER APPROVED PROFILE

BELOW GROUND DRAINAGE
All below ground drainage components to be UPVS by Hepworth Drainage Ltd or similar approved
laid in accordance with manufacturers details, specifications and recommendations in compliance
with the current Building Regulations, Part H, and BS EN 1401-1:1998 and BS EN 1295-1:1998.
A drainage survey to be undertaken by specialist to establish existing drain runs. Drainage rodding
eyes, access fittings, Inspection chambers and Manholes to have approved construction and sized
accordingly to suit invert levels and connections. All drainage runs to have fill rodding access.
Covers to be appropriate duty weight with air-tight double seals to foul drains. All drains under

LOBBY
UP
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FLASHINGS
All flashing to be Code 4 Lead generally with 150mm effective upstands and covers provided with
trays with minimum rise of 150mm and weepholes at 450mm c/c over and back painted with ap
actrloc non-hardening mastic. All external leadwork to be trated with approved pagination oil.

FIRE PROTECTION:
Every cavity barrier should be constructed to give at least 1/2hr fire resistance which is to be

WIRE MESH FENCING
AND POSTS TO FORM
BOUNDARY BETWEEN
THE TWO GARDEN
AREAS

HATCHING DENOTES PERIMETER
PATHWAY AROUND THE HOUSE TO BE
OF TRADITIONAL PAVING SLABS OR
SIMILAR

LOUNGE

Habitable rooms
Rapid Ventilation: Openable windows equal to 1/20 th of the floor area.
Background Ventilation: Trickle ventilators above windows equal to 8000sqmm
Bathrooms and En-suites (with or with WC)
Rapid ventilation: Openable windows (no minimum opening size)
Background Ventilation: Trickle ventilators above windows equal to 4000sqmm
A gap of 10mm to be provided under floor where bathrooms or en-suites have no provision of rapid
ventilation;
Mechnical Extract: Extraction at 15 litres/sec activated by light switch with 15 minute overrun.
Kitchen
Rapid Ventilation: Openable widnows (no minimum opening sixe)
Background ventilations: Trickle ventilators above windows equal to 4000sqmm;
Mechanical Extract: Extraction at 30 litres/sec if located adjacent to a hob or 60 litres/sec if located
elsewhere and may be operated intermittently for instance during cooking.
Note:
All windows to have Trickle Ventilation in accordance with Approved Document F 2006;
Where required, Concealed Safety Restrictors to be fitted to windows to comply with Approved
Document K and positioned to allow an air-gap no greater than 100mm.

WINDOWS:
Glazing: All windows to high-performance softwood timber-frames with 24mm double-glazed units
made up of soft Low 'E' coating and argon-filled cavity. Timber to be painted in accordance with LPA
requirements, colour grey to client's approval. All glazing to BS 6262
Headers: Natural stone heads to LPA Approval
Cills: Natural stone cills to LPA Approval
Note: All windows to have Trickle Ventilation in accordance with Approved Document F 2006;
Where required, Concealed Safety Restrictions to be fitted to windows to comply with Approved
Document K and positioned to allow an air-gap no greater than 100mm.

EXISTING ASH
TREE SUBJECT
TO T.P.O. TO
REMAIN INSITU

REAR GARDEN
AREA TO HAVE
NEW LAWN

VENTILATION: TO COMPLY WITH APPROVED DOCUMENT F 2006

KITCHEN

All electrical installations to comply with requirements of Part P of the Building Regulations.

PROPOSED DWELLING

All glazing to comply with requirements of Part K for safety glass.

NOTE: ANY NOTE THAT IS MADE ON ANY PLAN, ELEVATION OR
SECTION OVERIDES ANY SPECIFICATION MADE IN THE ABOVE NOTES
BROKEN LINE INDICATES POSITION OF BEAM OVER

REV B: AMENDMENTS TO PAVING AREAS TO REAR 31.08.13

DINING
UTILITY

10

WC

NOTE:
NO BOUNDARY TREATMENT
PROPOSED TO SIDE BOUNDARIES AS
THEY ARE DICTATED BY THE
EXISTING DWELLINGS EITHER SIDE
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REV A: GENERAL AMENDMENTS TO FLOOR LAYOUT & SUBSEQUENT
ELEVATION CHANGES 14.05.13

PROPOSED SITE PLAN

DRIVEWAY TO BE
SURFACED WITH
ORNAMENTAL LOOSE
STONE

EXISTING TREE TO
FRONT BOUNDARY
TO REMAIN
EXISTING PRIVET HEDGE &
EXISTING FENCING TO
FORM BOUNDARY TO
BRADSHAW BROW

PROPOSED DWELLING
AT
LAND ADJ 10 BRADSHAW BROW
BOLTON BL2 3DD
CLIENT NAME:

B

W
RADSHA

BROW

LEIGH BROS

DRAWING NO: K578/02 REV B
SCALE: 1:100 @ A1
DRAWN BY:
DATE:
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01.05.13

MICHIGAN HOUSE,17-19 CHORLEY NEW ROAD, BOLTON, BL1 4QR
TEL: 01204 392233
WWW.NEILPIKEARCHITECTURE.CO.UK

FAX: 01204 528505
EMAIL: INFO@NEILPIKEARCHITECTURE.CO.UK

COPYRIGHT OF THIS DRAWING REMAINS WITH THE ARCHITECT. DO NOT SCALE FROM THIS DRAWING. WORK TO FIGURED
DIMENSIONS. CHECK ALL DIMENSIONS ON SITE. IN THE EVENT OF ANY DISCREPANCY REFER QUERY TO THE ARCHITECTS.

FOUNDATIONS
All foundation designs to be in accordance with Structural Engineers details and specifications and to
suit ground conditions.
WALLS
Bituthene 4000 to be applied to external face of detaining wall and lapped as required with Preprufe
130R all in accordance with Grace Construction Products Ltd details and installed by an approved
specialist installer such as Lainton Services or similar. All necessary Product and Installation
warranties to be provided to Client.
EXTERNAL WALLS:
Internal Leaf: 100mm thick 7.0N blockwork to SE details.
Wall ties: Double triangle wall ties with insulations clips to be positioned at 450mm vertical spacing and
not more that 750mm horizontal spacing or as otherwise specified by Structural Engineer.
DPC:Hyload DPC or similar approved to be built into wall min 150mm above finished ground level and
lapped to all DPMs. All laps to be min 150mm;
Openings: all opening in external wall to have Polyfoam System Closer or other similar approved
extruded polystyrene rigid board insulation semi-enclosed in a rigid PVC casing;
Finishing: 12.5mm Gyproc plasterboard on dot and dab with skim finish (see further info on specific
plasterboard requirements).
U Value: 'U' value of 0.35 W/M2k or better.
INTERNAL WALLS:
BLOCKWORK:
12.5mm plasterboard on dot and dab with skim finish either side of 100mm or 140mm blockwork as
specified by Structural Engineers.
Please see further info on specific plasterboard requirements.
STUD WALLS:
100mm Crown Acoustic Roll or other similar approved to be laid between 75mmx100mm timber studs
and 12.5 Gyproc Wallboard to be fixed to either side of studs.Please see further info on specific
plasterboard requirements.

ROOF CONSTRUCTION
FLAT ROOF:
Single-ply Sarnafil Membrane to be fully adhered to 18mm Marine Plywood deck laid to fall 1:80 using
timber fitting on 150 x 50mm C16 roof joists to SE details of Truss Manufacturer's details .Ceiling
chords to be fixed under flat roof joists to suit floor to ceiling heights in the habitable area of the
roofspace.
FLAT CEILING AREAS :
150mm Crown Wool insulation between rafters and 150mm above rafters for a total of 200mm Crown
Wolld Insulations. Ceiling joisting to be underdrawn with 12.5mm Gyproc Wallboard DUPLEX U Value:
0.16 W/m2K or better.
WALL PLATES:
100x75mm treated SW secured to wall using 30x5mm MS straps at max 1800mm ctrs plugged and
screwed to blockword
FASCIAS:
25mm thick WBP timber notched to take 9mm soffit board;
EAVES SOFFIT:
9mm thicj plywood secured to face of brickwork using 50x50mm battens screwed onto wall.
VENTILATION:
Either Eaves ventilation strip or over-fascia ventilation strip to be used if sarking membrane is not of
breathable type (see sloping roof for membrane type);
RAINWATER GOODS:
139mm Moulded Heritage profile case aluminum gutters connected o 75mm square cast aluminum
downpipes all by Alumasc or other similar approved manufacturers.

NOTE: ALL DOORS OPENING ON/
OFF STAIRENCLOSURE TO BE
MINIMUM FD20

BEAM AND BLOCK FLOOR
CONSTRUCTION WITH SCREED
TO ENGINEERS SPECIFICATION
AND FLOOR FINISH TO CLIENTS
SPECIFICATION

ROOF TILES TO BE AGREED WITH LOCAL AUTHORITY ON 25X50MM
TANALISED BATTENS AT GAUGE TO SUIT APPROVED TILE, ON FELT
FIXED TO MANUFACTURERS GUIDANCE, ON TRUSSES TO ENGINEERS
SPECIFICATION

NOTE: GRADIENT TO BE
APPLIED TO EXTERNAL
GROUND LEVEL UP TO
DWELLING TO CLIENTS
SPECIFICATION

150MM STONE OUTER LEAF WITH
100MM CAVITY (75MM KINSPAN OR
SIMILAR WITH 25MM CLEAR CAVITY)
WITH 100MM BLOCKWORK INNER
LEAF

100X50MM SOFTWOOD PARTITION WITH SOUND REDUCING QUILT
AND FACED BOTH SIDES WITH 12.5MM PLASTERBOARD AND SKIM

Habitable rooms
Rapid Ventilation: Openable windows equal to 1/20 th of the floor area.
Background Ventilation: Trickle ventilators above windows equal to 8000sqmm
Bathrooms and En-suites (with or with WC)
Rapid ventilation: Openable windows (no minimum opening size)
Background Ventilation: Trickle ventilators above windows equal to 4000sqmm
A gap of 10mm to be provided under floor where bathrooms or en-suites have no provision of rapid
ventilation;
Mechnical Extract: Extraction at 15 litres/sec activated by light switch with 15 minute overrun.
Kitchen
Rapid Ventilation: Openable widnows (no minimum opening sixe)
Background ventilations: Trickle ventilators above windows equal to 4000sqmm;
Mechanical Extract: Extraction at 30 litres/sec if located adjacent to a hob or 60 litres/sec if located
elsewhere and may be operated intermittently for instance during cooking.
Note:
All windows to have Trickle Ventilation in accordance with Approved Document F 2006;
Where required, Concealed Safety Restrictors to be fitted to windows to comply with Approved
Document K and positioned to allow an air-gap no greater than 100mm.
FLASHINGS
All flashing to be Code 4 Lead generally with 150mm effective upstands and covers provided with
trays with minimum rise of 150mm and weepholes at 450mm c/c over and back painted with ap
actrloc non-hardening mastic. All external leadwork to be trated with approved pagination oil.
COMPETENT PERSONS SCHEMES (SELF-CERTIFICATION SCHEMES)
All Mechanical Contractors to be registered with CORGI Services Ltd. If necessary, registration
incluse APHC Ltd and BESCA Ltd.
All Electrical Contractors to be registered with NICEIC Group Ltd; If necessary, registration to incluse
ECA Ltd and BRE Certification Ltdl
All Window and Glazing Contractors/Manufacturers and Installers to be registered with FENSA.
All registration details to be made available if required.
AIR TESTING
Air Testing and Certification to be provided prior to completion.
STAIRCASE AND BALUSTRADING:
Basement to Ground Floor: Hardwood Timber
Floor to Floor height: 2925mm
14 equal Risers at 209mm and Goings of 250mm formed with 2 flights of stairs of 12 risers and 2
risers with a half landing; 2R + F = 668
Ground to First Floor: Hardwood Timber
Floor to Floor height: 3150mm
15 equal Risers at 210mm and Goings of 250mm formed with a dog-leg stair comprising of 9 goings,
3 winders and 3 goings, 2R + G = 670
First to Second Floor (Roofspace): Hardwood Timber
Floor to Floor height: 2776mm
14 equal Risers at 198mm and Goings of 250mm formed with 2 flights of stairs of 6 risers and 8
risers with a half a landing; 2R + G = 646
General:Landings to have a width and length at least equal to the smallest width if the staircase.
Where open Risers are used, gaps should not exceed 100mm in accordance with Para 1.9 Part K
and of at least 50mm at their narrowest part. HW Handrail to be provided 900mm above pitch line
and 1100mm above landing. Where staircase width exceeds 1000mm, handrail to be providing on
both sides. Guarding to stairwell shall be unclimable and have no openings exceeding 100mm in
accordance with Part K1. Minimum headroom from pitch line to be 2000mm taken vertically and
1500mm taken at right angles.
External Balustrading :Handrail to be at 1100mm above host level. Guarding shall be unclimable and
have no openings exceeding 100mm in accordance with Park K1.
Fixing of balustrade to masonry and host level shall be to manufacturers design and/or structural
engineers details.
WINDOWS:
Glazing: All windows to high-performance softwood timber-frames with 24mm double-glazed units
made up of soft Low 'E' coating and argon-filled cavity. Timber to be painted in accordance with LPA
requirements, colour grey to client's approval. All glazing to BS 6262
Headers: Natural stone heads to LPA Approval
Cills: Natural stone cills to LPA Approval
Note: All windows to have Trickle Ventilation in accordance with Approved Document F 2006;
Where required, Concealed Safety Restrictions to be fitted to windows to comply with Approved
Document K and positioned to allow an air-gap no greater than 100mm.

300MM FIBERGLASS INSULATION TO ROOF SPACE

350

VENTILATION: TO COMPLY WITH APPROVED DOCUMENT F 2006

FIRE PROTECTION:
Every cavity barrier should be constructed to give at least 1/2hr fire resistance which is to be

DPC
hr fire resistance. Internal garage door to glazed utility link to have an FD30S Fire raring and to
conform to BS476-22&23:1887 and to include intumescent strip.
'Perko' self-closing device only to be fitted to fire door serving attached or integral garage;
All internal doors along escape routes to be FD2- and to conform to BS 476-22&23:1987;
Test certificated to be provided for all fire doors.
Smoke detectors to be Grade A Category LD2 located in escape routes and habitable rooms in
accordance with BS 5839-6:2004 and to comply with BS 5446-1:2000.
Heat detector to be located in kitchen and to be linked to smoke detectors and to conform to BS
5446-2:2003.
Smoke detection to be mains operated with a standby power supply.
For surface spread of flame, walls and ceilings in common circulation Areas to achieve class '0'.
All other areas to achieve class '1'. Surface spread of flame to conform to BS 476-7:1997.

75MM RAINWATER PIPE AND GULLEY

BITUTHENE TAKEN UP UNDER
DPC
100X75 WALL PLATE

HAUNCHING OVER MEMBRANE

150MM NATURAL STONE FACINGS
WITH 100MM CAVITY (75MM KINGSPAN
INSULATION WITH 25MM CLEAR CAVITY) WITH 100MM INSULATING
BLOCKWORKAND FINISHED INTERNALLY
WITH 12.5MM PLASTERBOARD AND SKIM

20MM MOISTURE RESISTANT FLOORING SHEETS ON 225X75MM
FLOOR JOISTS AT 400MM CENTRES WITH SOUND REDUCING QUILT
FINISHED WITH FLOORING TO CLIENTS SPECIFICATION AND LINED
WITH 12.5MM PLASTERBOARD AND SKIM ON UNDERSIDE

2400
100MM BLOCKWORK WITH 80MM
INSULATION WITH 100MM
BLOCKWORK LINED WITH
PLASTER FINISH

RETAINING WALL HEIGHT 2600

2850

1200

FLAT BLOCK CAVITY CLOSER

2600

SOFTWOOD FACIA/ SOFFIT BOARDS PAINTED TO CLIENTS
SPECIFICATION FIXED TO 75X50MM BATTENS

CATNIC LINTEL
TO ENGINEERS SPECIFICATION

8318

EXISTING GROUND
LEVEL
CONCRETE FILL TO CAVITY
WITH REINFORCING BAR/ MESH
TO ENGINEERS SPECIFICATION/
DESIGN
100MM BLOCKWORK
BITUTHENE TANKING (TO BE
CONTINUOUS WITH 1200G
VISQUEEN DPM)

900

100MM DIAMETER FIELD
DRAIN

1650

ABOVE GROUND DRAINAGE
All internal drainage fittings to discharge into 100mm SVPs as indicated on the drawing. All fittings to
have 765mm deep seal traps or as specified by manufacturers and in accordance with ADH of
National Building Regs. Waste pipes to connect in SVPs 200mm above lowest waste connection.
Waste pipes to be uPVC to the following sized.
WHB: 32MM diameter;
Showers, baths and sinks: 40mm dia with 75mm deep seal traps;
WC: 110mm dia hepselve pipe via Hunter S200 or similar approved manifold;
Cistern: 19mm overflow pipe.
Washing machines and Dishwashers: 40mm with 75mm deep seal trap;
SVP to be located internally and to terminate at plastic cage minimum 900mm above top of any
opening lights with new 110mm uPVC connection to existing drainage system.
Branch connections exceeding 1700mm to be fitted with Hunter or similar approved anti-syphon air
admittance valves.

TANKING MANUFACTURERS
PROTECTION BOARD TO SUIT

10821

FIRST FLOOR LEVEL

BELOW GROUND DRAINAGE
All below ground drainage components to be UPVS by Hepworth Drainage Ltd or similar approved
laid in accordance with manufacturers details, specifications and recommendations in compliance
with the current Building Regulations, Part H, and BS EN 1401-1:1998 and BS EN 1295-1:1998.
A drainage survey to be undertaken by specialist to establish existing drain runs. Drainage rodding
eyes, access fittings, Inspection chambers and Manholes to have approved construction and sized
accordingly to suit invert levels and connections. All drainage runs to have fill rodding access.
Covers to be appropriate duty weight with air-tight double seals to foul drains. All drains under

CATNIC LINTEL

2850

1200

FLOOR FINISH TO CLIENTS SPECIFICATION ON 50MM SCREED ON
75MM KINGSPAN INSULATION ON 1200G VISQUEEN MEMBRANE ON
50MM SAND BLINDING ON RAFT TO ENGINEERS SPECIFICATION

JOISTS DOUBLED UP UNDER PARTIONS AS SHOWN ON JOISTS PLAN

RESTRAINT STRAPS AND ADDITIONAL STRUTTING
REQUIRED WHERE EXTERNAL WALLS EXCEED 3M IN
LENGTH

1050

900

DAMP PROOF COURSE AND CAVITY CLOSER

SKIRTING BOARD TO CLIENTS
SPECIFICATION

DPC

VISQUEEN TAKEN UP
AND OVER TOE AND
BEHIND BITUTHENE
OR SIMILAR TANKING

VISQUEEN TAKEN
OVER TOE AND UP
THE FACE OF THE
BLOCKWORK A
MINIMUM 450MM TO
TAKE BITUTHENE
COVERING AS
SHOWN

All electrical installations to comply with requirements of Part P of the Building Regulations.
All glazing to comply with requirements of Part K for safety glass.

NOTE: ANY NOTE THAT IS MADE ON ANY PLAN, ELEVATION OR
SECTION OVERIDES ANY SPECIFICATION MADE IN THE ABOVE NOTES

GROUND FLOOR LEVEL

EXTERNAL GROUND LEVEL
CATNIC LINTEL OVER TO ENGINEERS SPECIFICATION

FLOOR FINISH TO CLIENTS SPECIFICATION ON 50MM SCREED ON
75MM KINGSPAN INSULATION ON 1200G VISQUEEN MEMBRANE ON
50MM SAND BLINDING ON RAFT TO ENGINEERS SPECIFICATION

150

BEAM AND BLOCK FLOORING TO
ENGINEERS SPECIFICATION WITH FLOOR
FINISH TO CLIENTS SPECIFICATION AND LINED
ON THE UNDERSIDE WITH 12.5MM PLASTERBOARD
AND SKIM

2100

2400

REINFORCED CONCRETE RETAINING
WALL TO ENGINEERS DETAILS

RETAINING WALL HEIGHT 2600

225mm FLOOR CONSTRUCTION

LOWER GROUND FLOOR LEVEL
EXTERNAL GROUND LEVEL

REV B: GENERAL PLAN ALTERATIONS TO MEET BUILDING
REGULATIONS 14.08.13
REV A: GENERAL AMENDMENTS TO FLOOR LAYOUT & SUBSEQUENT
ELEVATION CHANGES 14.05.13
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FOUNDATIONS
All foundation designs to be in accordance with Structural Engineers details and specifications and to
suit ground conditions.
WALLS
Bituthene 4000 to be applied to external face of detaining wall and lapped as required with Preprufe
130R all in accordance with Grace Construction Products Ltd details and installed by an approved
specialist installer such as Lainton Services or similar. All necessary Product and Installation
warranties to be provided to Client.

PROPOSED ROOF TILES TO BE
AGREED WITH L.A

EXTERNAL WALLS:
Internal Leaf: 100mm thick 7.0N blockwork to SE details.
Wall ties: Double triangle wall ties with insulations clips to be positioned at 450mm vertical spacing and
not more that 750mm horizontal spacing or as otherwise specified by Structural Engineer.
DPC:Hyload DPC or similar approved to be built into wall min 150mm above finished ground level and
lapped to all DPMs. All laps to be min 150mm;
Openings: all opening in external wall to have Polyfoam System Closer or other similar approved
extruded polystyrene rigid board insulation semi-enclosed in a rigid PVC casing;
Finishing: 12.5mm Gyproc plasterboard on dot and dab with skim finish (see further info on specific
plasterboard requirements).
U Value: 'U' value of 0.35 W/M2k or better.
INTERNAL WALLS:
BLOCKWORK:
12.5mm plasterboard on dot and dab with skim finish either side of 100mm or 140mm blockwork as
specified by Structural Engineers.
Please see further info on specific plasterboard requirements.

1200

1200

900

900

1650

1200

STUD WALLS:
100mm Crown Acoustic Roll or other similar approved to be laid between 75mmx100mm timber studs
and 12.5 Gyproc Wallboard to be fixed to either side of studs.Please see further info on specific
plasterboard requirements.

FFL 5600

1200

1650

1200

PAINTED CEMENT RENDER FINISH
TO REAR AND SIDE ELEVATIONS

ROOF CONSTRUCTION
FLAT ROOF:
Single-ply Sarnafil Membrane to be fully adhered to 18mm Marine Plywood deck laid to fall 1:80 using
timber fitting on 150 x 50mm C16 roof joists to SE details of Truss Manufacturer's details .Ceiling
chords to be fixed under flat roof joists to suit floor to ceiling heights in the habitable area of the
roofspace.
FLAT CEILING AREAS :
150mm Crown Wool insulation between rafters and 150mm above rafters for a total of 200mm Crown
Wolld Insulations. Ceiling joisting to be underdrawn with 12.5mm Gyproc Wallboard DUPLEX U Value:
0.16 W/m2K or better.
WALL PLATES:
100x75mm treated SW secured to wall using 30x5mm MS straps at max 1800mm ctrs plugged and
screwed to blockword
FASCIAS:
25mm thick WBP timber notched to take 9mm soffit board;
EAVES SOFFIT:
9mm thicj plywood secured to face of brickwork using 50x50mm battens screwed onto wall.
VENTILATION:
Either Eaves ventilation strip or over-fascia ventilation strip to be used if sarking membrane is not of
breathable type (see sloping roof for membrane type);
RAINWATER GOODS:
139mm Moulded Heritage profile case aluminum gutters connected o 75mm square cast aluminum
downpipes all by Alumasc or other similar approved manufacturers.

900

900

Habitable rooms
Rapid Ventilation: Openable windows equal to 1/20 th of the floor area.
Background Ventilation: Trickle ventilators above windows equal to 8000sqmm
Bathrooms and En-suites (with or with WC)
Rapid ventilation: Openable windows (no minimum opening size)
Background Ventilation: Trickle ventilators above windows equal to 4000sqmm
A gap of 10mm to be provided under floor where bathrooms or en-suites have no provision of rapid
ventilation;
Mechnical Extract: Extraction at 15 litres/sec activated by light switch with 15 minute overrun.
Kitchen
Rapid Ventilation: Openable widnows (no minimum opening sixe)
Background ventilations: Trickle ventilators above windows equal to 4000sqmm;
Mechanical Extract: Extraction at 30 litres/sec if located adjacent to a hob or 60 litres/sec if located
elsewhere and may be operated intermittently for instance during cooking.
Note:
All windows to have Trickle Ventilation in accordance with Approved Document F 2006;
Where required, Concealed Safety Restrictors to be fitted to windows to comply with Approved
Document K and positioned to allow an air-gap no greater than 100mm.
FLASHINGS
All flashing to be Code 4 Lead generally with 150mm effective upstands and covers provided with
trays with minimum rise of 150mm and weepholes at 450mm c/c over and back painted with ap
actrloc non-hardening mastic. All external leadwork to be trated with approved pagination oil.
COMPETENT PERSONS SCHEMES (SELF-CERTIFICATION SCHEMES)
All Mechanical Contractors to be registered with CORGI Services Ltd. If necessary, registration
incluse APHC Ltd and BESCA Ltd.
All Electrical Contractors to be registered with NICEIC Group Ltd; If necessary, registration to incluse
ECA Ltd and BRE Certification Ltdl
All Window and Glazing Contractors/Manufacturers and Installers to be registered with FENSA.
All registration details to be made available if required.
AIR TESTING
Air Testing and Certification to be provided prior to completion.
STAIRCASE AND BALUSTRADING:
Basement to Ground Floor: Hardwood Timber
Floor to Floor height: 2925mm
14 equal Risers at 209mm and Goings of 250mm formed with 2 flights of stairs of 12 risers and 2
risers with a half landing; 2R + F = 668
Ground to First Floor: Hardwood Timber
Floor to Floor height: 3150mm
15 equal Risers at 210mm and Goings of 250mm formed with a dog-leg stair comprising of 9 goings,
3 winders and 3 goings, 2R + G = 670
First to Second Floor (Roofspace): Hardwood Timber
Floor to Floor height: 2776mm
14 equal Risers at 198mm and Goings of 250mm formed with 2 flights of stairs of 6 risers and 8
risers with a half a landing; 2R + G = 646
General:Landings to have a width and length at least equal to the smallest width if the staircase.
Where open Risers are used, gaps should not exceed 100mm in accordance with Para 1.9 Part K
and of at least 50mm at their narrowest part. HW Handrail to be provided 900mm above pitch line
and 1100mm above landing. Where staircase width exceeds 1000mm, handrail to be providing on
both sides. Guarding to stairwell shall be unclimable and have no openings exceeding 100mm in
accordance with Part K1. Minimum headroom from pitch line to be 2000mm taken vertically and
1500mm taken at right angles.
External Balustrading :Handrail to be at 1100mm above host level. Guarding shall be unclimable and
have no openings exceeding 100mm in accordance with Park K1.
Fixing of balustrade to masonry and host level shall be to manufacturers design and/or structural
engineers details.
WINDOWS:
Glazing: All windows to high-performance softwood timber-frames with 24mm double-glazed units
made up of soft Low 'E' coating and argon-filled cavity. Timber to be painted in accordance with LPA
requirements, colour grey to client's approval. All glazing to BS 6262
Headers: Natural stone heads to LPA Approval
Cills: Natural stone cills to LPA Approval
Note: All windows to have Trickle Ventilation in accordance with Approved Document F 2006;
Where required, Concealed Safety Restrictions to be fitted to windows to comply with Approved
Document K and positioned to allow an air-gap no greater than 100mm.

NATURAL STONE CILLS AND
HEADS TO OPENINGS

GFL 2750

FIRE PROTECTION:
Every cavity barrier should be constructed to give at least 1/2hr fire resistance which is to be

1050

hr fire resistance. Internal garage door to glazed utility link to have an FD30S Fire raring and to
conform to BS476-22&23:1887 and to include intumescent strip.
'Perko' self-closing device only to be fitted to fire door serving attached or integral garage;
All internal doors along escape routes to be FD2- and to conform to BS 476-22&23:1987;
Test certificated to be provided for all fire doors.
Smoke detectors to be Grade A Category LD2 located in escape routes and habitable rooms in
accordance with BS 5839-6:2004 and to comply with BS 5446-1:2000.
Heat detector to be located in kitchen and to be linked to smoke detectors and to conform to BS
5446-2:2003.
Smoke detection to be mains operated with a standby power supply.
For surface spread of flame, walls and ceilings in common circulation Areas to achieve class '0'.
All other areas to achieve class '1'. Surface spread of flame to conform to BS 476-7:1997.
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2100

STEPS DOWN TO GARDEN
2100

VENTILATION: TO COMPLY WITH APPROVED DOCUMENT F 2006

ABOVE GROUND DRAINAGE
All internal drainage fittings to discharge into 100mm SVPs as indicated on the drawing. All fittings to
have 765mm deep seal traps or as specified by manufacturers and in accordance with ADH of
National Building Regs. Waste pipes to connect in SVPs 200mm above lowest waste connection.
Waste pipes to be uPVC to the following sized.
WHB: 32MM diameter;
Showers, baths and sinks: 40mm dia with 75mm deep seal traps;
WC: 110mm dia hepselve pipe via Hunter S200 or similar approved manifold;
Cistern: 19mm overflow pipe.
Washing machines and Dishwashers: 40mm with 75mm deep seal trap;
SVP to be located internally and to terminate at plastic cage minimum 900mm above top of any
opening lights with new 110mm uPVC connection to existing drainage system.
Branch connections exceeding 1700mm to be fitted with Hunter or similar approved anti-syphon air
admittance valves.

LGFL 150
POWDER COATED ALUMINIUM
FRAMES TO FENESTRATION

BELOW GROUND DRAINAGE
All below ground drainage components to be UPVS by Hepworth Drainage Ltd or similar approved
laid in accordance with manufacturers details, specifications and recommendations in compliance
with the current Building Regulations, Part H, and BS EN 1401-1:1998 and BS EN 1295-1:1998.
A drainage survey to be undertaken by specialist to establish existing drain runs. Drainage rodding
eyes, access fittings, Inspection chambers and Manholes to have approved construction and sized
accordingly to suit invert levels and connections. All drainage runs to have fill rodding access.
Covers to be appropriate duty weight with air-tight double seals to foul drains. All drains under

REAR ELEVATION

All electrical installations to comply with requirements of Part P of the Building Regulations.
All glazing to comply with requirements of Part K for safety glass.

NOTE: ANY NOTE THAT IS MADE ON ANY PLAN, ELEVATION OR
SECTION OVERIDES ANY SPECIFICATION MADE IN THE ABOVE NOTES
REV B: ALTERATIONS TO BATHROOM WINDOW SIZES 10.06.13

PROPOSED ROOF TILES TO BE
AGREED WITH L.A

REV A: GENERAL AMENDMENTS TO FLOOR LAYOUT & SUBSEQUENT
ELEVATION CHANGES 14.05.13
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